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NAME: Bennett Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2OqAuBC

DESCRIPTION:  We found this cheerful pattern in our travels
and instantly fell in love. The rich wool embroidery brings tons
of texture to the cotton-and-linen base; the geometric detailing
reminds us of beautifully arranged tilework. For a fun note, we
added a matching linen tassel on the exposed brass zip.

BASE PRICE: $128.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Maybank Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2Mb4BAu

DESCRIPTION:  You can't go wrong with a classic
windowpane pattern. Here, two-toned corner tassels relax the
traditional squares and a subtle cross-stitch over the stripes
gives it a slightly heathered look. With a textural weave and
the large square shape that mirrors the pattern, it’s just right
for anchoring your mix. Pair it with a smaller square or try a
lumbar for extra dimension.

BASE PRICE: $68.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Greenport Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2MgXAgz

DESCRIPTION:  Hand loomed by artisans in Peru, this has no
shortage of the things we love: tonal stripes, supremely soft
alpaca wool, and plenty of irresistible texture. To achieve the
interesting variety of lines and knots, we used an artful
arrangement of yarns in different sizes. Throw this into your
mix for a neutral that can steal the show.

BASE PRICE: $228.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Rosewood Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2OZYZXq

DESCRIPTION:  A study in contrast, our arrangement of
stripes and arcs brings to mind a coastal sunset, complete
with shades of sea and sky. We headed to Peru to hand-loom
the design with expert weavers, choosing alpaca wool for
extra comfort. It’s a chic pop of pattern when you want a
lighter touch, and reverses to a solid cotton canvas for added
texture.

BASE PRICE: $198.00

QTY: 1



NAME: Perennials Performance Textured Loop Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2B2rLnf

DESCRIPTION:  You can’t go wrong when you add texture in
your mix – and when it’s Perennials® Performance Fabrics,
you know it’s a truly special addition. Woven from 100%
solution-dyed acrylic, Perennials fabrics resist UV radiation,
mold, mildew, and staining – meaning this wonderful pillow
will last season after season. Better yet, this looped weave
will look just as gorgeous in your living room as it will
outdoors.

BASE PRICE: $138.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Kentfield Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2Oul7YW

DESCRIPTION:  Neutral with a little attitude. This linen pillow
really pops thanks to the pair of suede stripes that adorn the
solid base. We chose linen for its relaxed elegance and
beautiful texture, suede for a simple contrast. To make the
pillow a little more special, there’s an exposed brass zip with a
leather pull on the reverse.

BASE PRICE: $108.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Amalie Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2KKP3xE

DESCRIPTION:  Drawing inspiration from a fantastic handbag
we once spotted, this is all about texture and artistry. It’s
hand-loomed in Peru from irresistibly soft alpaca wool, then
expertly tufted by hand to create a raised diamond pattern.
Such a chic neutral – your pillowscape will never be the same
again.

BASE PRICE: $198.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Camille Diamond Medallion Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2M85sBM

DESCRIPTION:  A nod to traditional Hmong fabrics, we’ve
applied our own intricate designs on slubby cotton, opting for
a simple palette to give things a modern edge. Screen printing
recalls the look of a good batik, creating variations that make
each handcrafted pillow truly unique. Try this as a stand-alone
statement piece, or as part of your very own pattern mix.

BASE PRICE: $68.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Jetty Pillow Cover

URL: http://bit.ly/2M9H7vE

DESCRIPTION:  Inspired by a raffia handbag we swooned
over, we went to work on this new favorite. Dyeing the threads
before embroidering really let the pattern pop. We love the
chunky texture of the motif against laid-back linen. Such a fun
geometric to liven up your look.

BASE PRICE: $118.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Banff Rug

URL: http://bit.ly/2OWBD4W

DESCRIPTION:  The prettiest neutral, handwoven from the
softest New Zealand wool. Expert knotting by hand created
the loops and resulting mix of pile heights. Just the room
anchor you need if versatility is what you’re after – and you
can’t go wrong with the fabulous texture.

BASE PRICE: $1,498.00

QTY: 1



NAME: Lakeview Rug

URL: http://bit.ly/2B9jVrY

DESCRIPTION:  The textured look of caning is a winner no
matter where it goes. Here, a clever mix of dyed and undyed
yarns created a caning-like motif, and we just can’t get
enough of the effect – it’s such a timeless textile, equal parts
coastal and elegant. It’s extra cozy, too, hand-tufted of plush
New Zealand wool with a touch of viscose in the weave to
give a subtle sheen.

BASE PRICE: $2,998.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Striped La Jolla Baskets - Navy/White

URL: http://bit.ly/2P3KfqK

DESCRIPTION:  These lidded baskets give storage a beachy
spin, with strips of recycled plastic wrapped around coils of
seagrass. Use it to store everything from toys to craft supplies,
linens to laundry. Because each basket is crafted by hand, no
two will be exactly alike, adding to its charm.

BASE PRICE: $168.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Luna Hanging Chair

URL: http://bit.ly/2MB0aes

DESCRIPTION:  Inspired by a Scandinavian design from the
60s, our sculptural silhouette is hand made of bent rattan with
a scooped seat that cradles you as you float. A heavy-duty
loop and rope keep it secure. Style with your favorite pillow or
throw and it’s the ultimate hangout.

BASE PRICE: $598.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Bar Harbor Mirror

URL: http://bit.ly/2P2B3CD

DESCRIPTION:  Blue and white is a pitch-perfect palette we’ll
always love. So we took that colorplay and paired it with the
ancient art of inlay. Slender striping in bone tile gives the kind
of sophisticated detailing and handcrafted pattern pop that
shines. Undeniably chic.

BASE PRICE: $598.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Cayman Mirror

URL: http://bit.ly/2MdMhXq

DESCRIPTION:  We’re always drawn to the texture and
tradition of rattan caning. It’s a terrific accent for those craving
classic simplicity and a pop of sophisticated texture. As a
border against plain glass, caning adds a coastal look that
shines.

BASE PRICE: $698.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Riverwalk Mirror

URL: http://bit.ly/2Me9OHT

DESCRIPTION:  Rectangle, octagon, circle, triangle – this is
style meets architecture. Meticulously applied by hand, the
rattan arrangement has a delicate precision and a texture
punch that elevates any space.

BASE PRICE: $498.00

QTY: 1



NAME: Headlands Ring Pendant

URL: http://bit.ly/2MdHJA6

DESCRIPTION:  The clean simplicity of Scandinavian design
meets the airy look of an open-weave pendant. Beautifully
woven from rattan, it adds the perfect dose of artistry and
texture to the room.

BASE PRICE: $648.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Pescadero Tiered Chandelier

URL: http://bit.ly/2Mcx1Kn

DESCRIPTION:  An inspired way to add a textural note to the
room. Beautifully crafted from coconut shells over an iron
base, we also love the versatility of the neutral look.

BASE PRICE: $998.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Blake Raffia 3-Drawer Nightstand

URL: http://bit.ly/2MlUM1N

DESCRIPTION:  What began as a great look for the living
room now sees gorgeous reinvention as a nightstand. Like the
Blake Coffee Table that started it all, woven raffia is wrapped
by hand around a sturdy wood frame, then given five coats of
clear lacquer to protect the finish. Part beachy, part modern,
it’s a room-changer that doesn’t skimp on storage or style.

BASE PRICE: $1,598.00

QTY: 1

NAME: Blake Raffia Wide Dresser

URL: http://bit.ly/2OopiFu

DESCRIPTION:  We’re building on Blake’s beloved look and
adding a wide dresser to the mix. Like its narrower
counterpart, our updated dresser is made of a sturdy
hardwood frame that’s been hand-wrapped with woven raffia
and given five coats of clear lacquer to protect the finish. Part
beachy, part modern, it’s a room-changer that doesn’t skimp
on storage or style.

BASE PRICE: $3,698.00

QTY: 1
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